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Introduction 
 My comments relate to the following following terms of reference: 

 
 Effectiveness of emergency management command and control and accountability 

arrangements in Victoria. 
 Preparedness ahead of the 2019-20 fire season; including the effectiveness of 

regional emergency management work undertaken to inform and educate the 
community about the coming season, community engagement, impact of lengthening 
fire seasons, and any relevant legislation, policy and practice.   

  
Background  
To make my comments in a broader context, I  find it necessary to make an introductory comment 
off the topic of the inquiry.  In high risk areas, every planning scheme in Victoria has an objective to 
strengthen the resilience of settlements and communities to bushfire through risk-based planning 
that prioritises the protection of human life. Strategies for protection of human life give priority to 
protection human life by prioritising the protection of human life over all other policy 
considerations. I find it strange that this same policy does not apply to all areas and also to all 
emergencies  and not only to bushfires affecting some areas. 
 
While high risk areas are treated in this way, it is significant that research has repeatedly shown that 
most deaths from fires occur in residential fires rather than bushfires. Much information is available 
about these deaths. For example it is known that they occur generally in winter at night. It is known 
where they occur, who are most vulnerable and there are many programs available to address the 
issue. However they do not appear to  have much impact. In fact, most attention of enquires, fire 
research and programs of fire bodies is directed to bushfires as is the  subject of the current inquiry. 
As Inspector General I believe you should take note of this for attention at another time. 
 
The rest of this submission is focused on the terms of reference but the above comments identify the 
context within which they are made and clarify my values which have affected why they are made.. 
 
In bushfires, most deaths occur to the elderly, disabled, mentally-disarranged or young, i.e. to  those 
who need assistance. Older people and men were much more likely to die than younger people and 
women. Most survivors carried out their intentions while most fatalities did not, or could not.  The 
most significant difference is that most fatalities sheltered, but almost no survivors did so. Survivors 
appear more likely to implement their intentions while those who die do not – except for seeking 
shelter 
 
 Where are the programs that address these issues? There are places where these vulnerable people 
congregate (old folks homes, hospitals, kinders...) In addition, there are events and places where the 
general community is at very high risk such as community events (assembly halls, outdoor concerts, 
cafes, pubs, places of employment….),. I find if fascinating that these facts rarely get a mention in 
many fire plans. For example they rarely get a mention in municipal fire prevention plans which are 
developed under the provisions of the CFA Act where the focus is on treatments such as firebreaks 
and works with little emphasis on treating vulnerable areas and social groups using community 
education and mechanisms to motivate people (and their carers, where relevant) to respond.  
 
These fire prevention plans often identify primary and secondary firebreaks, but many of these 
could not act as a break  (even if fire trucks are in attendance) on the rare days when bad fires occur 
(such as Code Red Days). Yet it is on these days that most deaths, injury and loss of property and 
facilities occur. They are generally narrower and less effective  than when brigade members cleared 
them as volunteers despite the fact that this was done as volunteer labour. 



 
Research into bushfires has repeatedly shown that he absence of preparedness and planning is a risk 
factor in the potential for death and injury in bushfires. For example critical factors such as house 
construction details are addressed in new facilities but there are many  thousands of existing 
dwellings where materials, design, setbacks from fuels, availability of water and means of 
application are inappropriate, even in very vulnerable areas. Many houses should be abandoned in 
days of intense fires but many people stay and attempt defence of property, despite official warnings. 
Nevertheless, statistics show that of those house losses on Black Saturday, those that were defended 
had higher probability of survival than those that were not defended (70% c.f. 44%). These facts are 
not inconsistent. The apparent inconsistencies can and should be explained to the community in 
ways that will improve the probability of survival of people and homes.  The current stay or go 
policy needs a  re-think along with the simplistic ways that information is given to the community. 
 
Many people are not prepared despite the face that research clarifies that many think they are . 
Some expect and await the arrival of a fire truck to save them as was demonstrated in 1983. 
 
The use and availability of shelters and refuges is poorly understood, in my opinion. For example 
the ‘place of last resort’ is often seen as the ‘refuge’. 
 
Improvements 
In high risk ares, consideration needs to be given to evacuation planning, fuel management  
surrounding settlements, construction of shelters and refuges as part of an ‘integrated fire 
management plan’ (P249 2009 Bushfires Royal Commission). Where are these plans? Even in 
lesser risk areas such as grasslands, improvements could be made. For example for very little extra 
overall cost, slashing could be carried out on road reserves at the fringe of  settlements. It is noted 
that most residents do this anyway and this would result in little extra cost to municipalities. Where 
private grassland abuts urban fences, the Municipal Fire Prevention Officer could serve a notice to 
slash grassland within 30m of dwellings (in the farmer’s land, except when cropping 
occurs..removal  of the crop would result in the necessary reduction of fuel). 
 
The most important issue in my opinion is the lack of action by residents to the advice given by fire 
authorities. A different approach is needed, one that motivates people to recognise that they are the 
ones at risk, that the authorities cannot protect them to the extent that is possible and appropriate, 
that they must accept their personal responsibility for the things they can do to protect themselves. 
For those at high risk (the aged, men, young, infirm and drug- affected) special programs may be 
needed. 
 
Conclusion 
The most important issue is saving lives.  Fire services are very efficient in controlling most fires 
but not in severe fires such as those on Code Red Days. That is when most lives and property are 
lost. We are unlikely to ever control them even if our firefighting improves. What will make 
difference is the ability of people to recognise the danger , to take responsibility for protecting 
themselves and to prepare and act with the knowledge of how they should and can behave in 
emergencies.  How to achieve this (and other fire protection measures) should have  higher priority. 
 
As a postscript, I would like to add that the principles discussed above should apply to all 
emergencies, not only bushfires affecting highly vulnerable communities.  




